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Chemical shifts of Eu have previously been studied by Fadley et al. [9]. The
levels studied were 3 d3l2, 3 dhl2 and 4p3j2. For the 4 p3/2 level a shift in binding
energy between Eu in Eu203 and EuAl2 amounting to 9.2 eV was reported. The same
shift within experimental errors (+ 0.5 eV) was reported for a measurement on Eu in
Eu203 and EuO. In the present investigation a shift of (7.8 +_ 0.2) eV is reported for
this level. The discrepancy may be explained by the difficulties in measuring shifts
at higher kinetic energies of the photoelectrons as was the case in the experiment by
Fadley et al.

As long as the valence electrons do not penetrate into the atomic core, one would
expect the same shift in electron binding energy for all core electrons. However, if
there is a penetration of valence electrons into the core, different shifts for different
core electrons are expected [4]. The smallest shift would be found for the valence
electrons themselves. As seen in Table 2 the 4/ electrons are shifted about 1 eV less

than the 4 p and 4 d electrons, and the observed shifts are thus in agreement with the
prediction.
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On the Problem
of Tabular Reduction of Crystal Chemical Information:

Metals and Semiconductors

by W. B. Pearson
Division of Pure Physics, National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, Canada

(27. IV. 68)

Abstract. Difficulties are emphasized of bearing in mind the great amount of crystal chemical
information now existing, and using it in order to select materials most likely to provide desired
electrical, magnetic or other physical properties. Regarding structures as formed by the stacking
of layer networks of atoms, a tabular reduction of structural information on atomic arrangement
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of 220 of some 475 known structure types of metals and semiconductors is presented which
covers 13 pages. Structural details can be regenerated from the rather simple coded symbols used,
and comparison of structure types or determination of atomic coordination can be made directly
with the coded forms without regenerating the whole structures. A further way of relating structural

details is proposed by systematically considering the connections between tetrahedra,
octahedra and right-trigonal prisms, the latter being taken as an example. The paper also gives a
nomenclature for crystallographically identifying structure types named after a characteristic
phase or compound. This combines two symbols naming the Bravais lattice with the number of
atoms in the crystallographic unit cell.

1. Introduction

Much of the research which Professor Busch has inspired has been directed to
finding materials with specific electrical and magnetic properties, and no doubt the
compounds that have been studied were those which, by virtue of their component
atoms and structural features such as coordination and interatomic distances, were
expected to provide the desired properties.

In the last decade, however, the amount of information available on the crystal
structures of compounds and phases has probably doubled. In the past this work has
been critically evaluated and summarized in «Strukturbericht» and its successor
«Structure Reports», but the latter is now having great difficulty in dealing with all
the information that is produced each year. If this structural information, which is
of vital importance to physicists and chemists, can not even be assessed and reported
as fast as it is published, how can the physicist or metallurgist carry enough structural
information in his mind to be able to select materials with structures best suited
to give the properties that he seeks to study? Storing structural data on magnetic
tapes does not provide a complete answer to the problem since, although interatomic
distances and other information on particular substances can be recovered at will,
the total print-out of all these data is just as intractable as that stored in the volumes
of «Strukturbericht» and «Structure Reports», and no easier to comprehend and
bear in mind. (The paper containing my print-out of data on metals structures up to
1964 has a volume of about 65 litres!) We need a method of reducing structural
information so that essential data regarding coordination and atomic arrangement
of whole groups of structure types can be contained in a page or two of tables, and
the coding for this reduction must be such that the atomic arrangement can be

regenerated simply from inspection of the coded descriptions. This requires the use
of very simple crystallographically mnemonic codes, careful consideration of criteria
upon which the grouping of structures is based so as to include the largest number of
structure types possible, and of the information that is given in the tables and either
recoverable from the code, or directly usable for comparison between structures
described in the coded form.

In this paper we make a start at grouping and coding structures of metals and
semiconductors in such a way that the structural information is greatly condensed
without losing information about atomic coordination, etc. One of the most profitable
ways to approach the problem is to consider these structures as generated by the
stacking of layers of atoms. This is a principle of wide structural scope, which is

readily amenable to coding, powerful for examining structural relationships, and
permitting easy interpretation of atomic coordination and grouping of structures
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according to coordination polyhedra. We consider three main groups of structures:
1) Those formed by the stacking together of triangular, hexagonal and/or kagomé
layers of atoms, giving tetrahedral, octahedral and right trigonal prismatic arrangements

of atoms. 2) Structures formed by alternating primary pentagon-triangle,
pentagon-hexagon-triangle or hexagon-triangle networks of atoms with secondary
triangular, square or square-triangle networks, giving interpenetrating triangulated
CN 12, 14, 15 or 16 polyhedra. These are tetrahedrally close packed structures in
which distorted tetrahedra of atoms pack together to fill space. 3) Structures formed
by layers of atoms containing squares.

Table 1

Symbols used for the fourteen Bravais lattices

Nomenclaturei symbol System Lattice symbol

aP triclinic (anorthic) P
mP monoclinic pa)

mC cy
oP orthorhombic p
oC C

oF F
ol I
tP tetragonal p
ti I
hP hexagonal (and trigonal, P) p
hR rhombohedral R

cP cubic p
cF F
ci I

a) Second setting, y axis unique.

In the first place, however, we require a simple means of identifying in terms
of crystallographic information, structure types that are named after some compound
or phase characteristic of the type. This is achieved by specifying the Bravais lattice
according to the symbols given in Table 1 which make use of the crystallographic
letters to describe primitive and centred lattices, together with the number of atoms
in the crystallographic unit cell. Thus for example, the AuCu3 structure is described
as cP4.

2. Structures Formed by the Stacking of Triangular, Hexagonal
or Kagomé Nets of Atoms

Many structures are formed by the stacking together of 36 x) triangulated, 6s

hexagonal and/or 3636 kagomé networks of atoms (Figure 1). Structures involving

*) Schlafli symbols, see [1].
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only triangular nets of atoms located so that the nodes of one net centre the triangles
of the nets above and below, are the well-known close packed cubic, hexagonal or
rhombohedral types. Relative to the basal plane of a hexagonal cell, the nodes of the
triangular network can be located at three different sites, 0,0; 1/3, 2/3 and 2/3, 1/3,
called respectively A, B and C in the notation adopted (Figure 2), and the basal
hexagonal cell contains one atom from the triangular net. Similarly the hexagonal
net of atoms can be located at three corresponding positions a, b and c in the planar
hexagonal cell (Figure 2), which then contains two atoms from the hexagonal net.

3 6 3636
Figure 1

36, 63 and 3636 triangular, hexagonal and kagomé nets.

The kagomé net can also be located at three corresponding positions a, ß and y in the
basal hexagonal cell (Figure 2) which contains three atoms from the net. The arrangement

of atoms relative to the basal hexagonal cell can be described for any one of
these networks by the appropriate letters. Thus for similar atoms located at 1/3, 2/3,
1 /2 and 2/3, 1/3,1/2 in a unit cell, the code letter is 'a'. When atoms in the same plane
(or very nearly so) occupy two (or more) different crystallographic sites, then the
symbols for these sub-networks are enclosed in square brackets to indicate that they
lie in the same plane. Thus the symbol describing one component at 1/3, 2/3,0 and
another at 2/3,1/3,0 is [BC]. If there are several layers of atoms which are considerably

Triangular Hexagonal Kagomé

r \.

Figure 2

Triangular, hexagonal and kagomé nets of atoms in three stacking positions (A, B, C; a, b, c;
a, ß, y respectively) relative to a basal hexagonal cell which contains respectively 1, 2 and 3 atoms

per net.
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closer than the average interlayer distance in the structure, yet not close enough to
be regarded as a single layer, then the symbols describing the layers are placed in
round brackets, for example (ABC).

These stacking symbols for 36, 63 and 3636 networks can be used to describe
structural arrangements. For example, that in the MgZn2 structure is (AB) ß (BAC)
y (C) where the underlined layers are those occupied by the first component in the
structural formula. For a full description of the structure it is not only necessary to
identify the component occupying the layer net, but also to specify the spacing
between the layers. For example, structures described by arrangements of symbols
A, B, C only, are close packed structures provided that the spacing between layers
is approximately correct. Filling of tetrahedral and/or octahedral holes in these

layers introduces new 36 networks of atoms (symbols A, B, C), but the relative
spacing of the layers is now incorrect for overall close packing of the structure. The
full symbol adopted to describe structures containing stacked 38, 63 and 3636
networks of atoms (Table 2) gives the chemical symbol for the component atom occupying

the network 'on-line', the network symbol 'super' and the layer height as a

fraction2) of the unit cell edge normal to the layers, 'sub'. Thus the MgZn2 structure is

fully described as Zn^Mg^Zn^Mg^Zn^Mgj^Zn^Mg^. Description of some structures
requires consideration also of a larger basal hexagonal cell rotated 90 ° relative to the
other and containing respectively 3, 6 and 9 atoms per 38, 63 and 3636 net. The larger
cells and stacking arrangements corresponding to those of the smaller cell are shown
in Figure 3 and described by the primed symbols A', B', C; a', V, c' and a', ß', y'.

Practically all hexagonal3) and rhombohedral structures and numerous cubic
structures are generated by the stacking of these networks of atoms, and details of
these are given in Table 2 in terms of hexagonal cells. 93% of known hexagonal and
rhombohedral structures [2] (containing up to 24 or 30 atoms per cell) can be described

3 x larger cells rotated 90°

Triangular net Hexagonal net Kagome net

Figure 3

Triangular, hexagonal and kagomé nets of atoms in three stacking positions (A', B', G ; a'
a.', ß', y' respectively) relative to a basal hexagonal cell which contains respectively 3,

9 atoms per net.

b',c';
6 and

2) Expressed as a decimal with the decimal point omitted.
3) There are very few hexagonal structure types (such as Se or HgS) that have chains or spirals

of atoms along the c axis, instead of layers of atoms normal to c.
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Table 2

Structures formed by stacking triangular, hexagonal and/or kagomé nets of atoms.

See Figures 2 or 3 for code of stacking positions (letters super). Numbers sub give height of atom
plane as fraction of c edge of cell (decimal points are excluded; thus 5 means 0.5). An asterisk (*)

indicates a partially occupied layer. M indicates two components disordered on sites.

Hexagonal structures
Structure Layer stacking sequence

hP2

hP 2.7

hP 3

hP 3.75

hPA

HP 5

hP 6

hPl

hP~7.-
hP 8

WC

Mg

£-PtZnj 7

Cdl2
co-Cr-Ti

Sc

A1B2

<5-UZr2

NFe2

Cr7S8

NOTaZr

NLi3
NiAs
La
ZnS

Ni2Al3

La203

HgS
InNi2
CaCu5

CoSn

TeCu2

ReB2

Caln2

MoS2

NbS2 (H.T.;

Al,Zr„

AsNa3
AlCCr,

Th3Pd5

NNi,
AsTi

W^Cf
MsâMgf5

P^Zn?6*Zn6«0*ZnÇ5*

CdAlBlc^U0X25X75

M$M%
Chain structure
AtfBJ
z4mi
NfFef6NfFeC
Cr;fSf5CrfSC

ZrtfOfTafNf
N^LiJLi^
Ni^As«Ni^AsC5

La0 La26La6 La75

^o ^n37 ^5 Zn87

A^Nif6Al3C5Alf6NiC

nAj aB r)C C)B T aC

Chain structure

Ni^NiÇ5Inf6N^Nif5InC
Ca^CugCu«

Sn^CofSng

In^Ca^In^InCCa^InC
b13Mo25S37Se3Mo75S8>7

•,13^t|25',37^63^'':'75",87

AlgZr£Zr»Zr«
NbfS^NbâS^NbfSCNb^SC
MofN^Mo^Nf,MofNÇ3Mo^6N c

NaCNa^AsBNaCNaf8Naf6ASCNaB

PdÇ'PdgThf (distorted)

NfNigNfNi^
Aso Ti13 As25Ti37As5 Ti63As75l i87

A^Nf,Taf, Nf>, M(K&Taf,NC,
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Table 2 (Continuation)

Structure Layer stacking sequence

hPï

hP9

hP 10

AP12

AP14

ReB3

*-,u0.6!

GaS

/3-Na2S2

SnNi3

<5#-NWa

Cr2N

<3-AgZn

Pb2Li,
CrSi2

PFe2

InMg2

N2Be3

C2Mo3

Pt2Sn3

AgBiSe2

WA15

K2S2

Cu S

MgZn2

NbSe2 (AH)

W2B5

/S-Si3N4

B^BCReBB?5B^BfBReCBf6
Cu0c; Sf3NbÇ5 S«, Cu^Cu** SÇ3Nbf, SÇ7Cuff
S10Ga17Ga33S40S60Ga67Ga83S90

Na^SCNaUS&Na^SâNaCsg,
Sn?,Nif,SnCNiV,
WA NB W73 WB N%c Wc Nc WAvv06x,15 vv27 VV391N5 vv61 vv73iN85 vv 94

NcCrB'NcCrc'

7r\AMc'7nc MB'7rfitu0 25Z"I125i J 75"'75
^10^'108"':)25-'jl33^jl42^158^167"':>75^192

PfFegPfFe^
InfMgglnÇ'Mg^
N^BeBBeàNf,Bef,N^BeCBeANCBeC
CfC^MoCMo^Mo^C^CfC^MoBMo^MoâCC;
SnCptf4SnâPtf,SnCSnf,PtCSnÀPtCeSnB

Ag^SeCBÇ.SeâAgCSeBB^SeCAgBSe^HCSeg,
AlJWÇAlÇ5'Al»WfAl^
t^B'g« c^l ttC'cA caxv0 OjgOj^Yg °68°82
cA c,,B cnC cS r,,B cA GA p„C p,.B cC f-,,C °,A°06v-'ull^'L125O25^U39':'44O56^U61^U75O75^'L'89;:,94

Zn^MgBeZnf6Mgf4Zn^MgCZny6MgC

Nb^Sef7SeCNb^SeCSeâNbfSe^SeÇ8Nb4SeCSeB

BifB&Wf4B»,Wf,BCB^Bf,WCBfBWC6B§'7

" 25^ 250125^ 751N 75OJ75

hP 16

ÄP 18

AP 19

AP20

hP 22

hP 24

Si3Mn5

TiXi3

FeMg3Si6Al8

Ga4Ti5

Th7S12

<x-Cr2S3

Fe3Th,

Sn5Ti6

Cr5S6

HoD3

PuAl3

CeNi3

VCo3

PCu3

FeS

MgNi2

MnJMnB'SigjMnfMng SiB6' (distorted)

Ti^NiJTiBNifyi^Ni-TiCNi^
AlfFe£SigAlf,MgfAtfAl?,Sig (distorted)
GajlTigGa^Ti^Ga^TifGaf.Ti^

^ro Si3Cr25S38Cr5 ^«3^r75^88

Tjaxir Snc Su'9 Ti^Ti*3 Sn' Snv-^O ±125OU25C,I125 X1S •L17eaI175OU76

U0 °13t'r25;:'38^r5 °63^r75C:,88

DfóDf7H°2C5D^D3C3DfóD6CóDf,HoB6D^DC3DCi;

Al^PuBAl^Pu^PuBAl^Al^PuCAl^Pu^PuCyi^
N^CeBNi?3Cef6Ni*5Nig7Cef6N^CeCNiV3CeCNiJ6Ni^CeC

V^CofVC7Cof7Vf,Co!«sV^CofVf7Cof7VCCoV,

Cuj*CuÇgCuf,Pg;CnCCuC;Cu^Cug;Cuf7pC;CuCCug;

^O ^02^ei3",25^e38''48'!'5 ^Ba^SS^S^SS^DS
NiJMg^Nif.MgCNi^MgÇ.NiBMg^NifMgâNiCMgSNi^MgB
NiCMg^
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Table 2 (Continuation)

Cubic structures
Structure Layer stacking sequence

cP2

cP4

cP5

cP6
cP 8

cF A

cF 8

cF 12

cF 16

cP24

cF 32

cF 56

ci 10

ci 16

CsCl

AuCu3

Re03

CFe4

CaTi03

OCu2

VCu3S4

Cu

C

ZnS

NaCl

CaF2

AsAgMg

BiF3
NaTl
AlMgCu2

MgCu2

AuBe5

MgSnCu4

GeCa,

MgAl204

PtHg4

Cs0 Cl17Cs33Cl5 Cs67Cl83

Au^Cu?AuÇ3CuJ3Auf7Cuf7

Re^Of7ReÇ30«ReB70^

Ca^O«TÇ7CaCov,Ti^CaB01«7TiC

O^Of7Cu24+°=03C054CuÇ8+rO«708C3CuB2+^

V^Cuf7S24+-V3C3C<SC+rvf7Cur3Sf+'3

Cu^Cuf3CuÇ7

CArA pB pB rC rC^0 <^25V-'331-'58U67^92

^n0 ^25^I133"'58^ri67^92

Na^ClCNaBC^Naccls
CaA-pB yA r„B -pC -pB raC -pA -pCt"10-r08r25^"t33Jr42J?58^'el67-r76Jr92

As^Mg«AgäA^MgCAgfgAsCMg^AgC

Na^Tlf8TlCNaàNaf3Tl4c2Tl^Naf8NaÇ7Tlf6Tlf3NaÇ2

Al^CufBMnC7CuäA]|i,CuCMn^CufgAlCCuÄMnf,CuC

Mg^Cu^MgâCuCMgSCu^Mg^Cu^MgCCu^MgCCu«
Au^Be«B^B^,Auf,Bef6BefgBeaAuCBef,BeCBei,
Mg^Cu«S<5CuCMgf3Cuf6SnB8CuaMgCCur9SnC2Cuf6

vJTCrt vj3,ji ^—'ai r- yGe33Ca33Ca5 aGe67Ca67Cag3

Rhombohedral structures
Structure

0?+*Al£8OC+rMg£yli^MgC 03^
Oß+^Mg^AlCMgß

Pt^HgC+rptf,Hg£+ «Ptg,Hgf2+'9Pt^HgC8rrptf7Hg4+ «Ptg,Hg«^
V^TlJS^syySTlf.S^S^VCTl^S^S^V^Tl-SCs^V^Tl^S^
S7a8V&T1&Sf4S?4 («- ft r distorted)

Layer stacking sequence

hR 1 Hg
hR 2 As

hR 3 oc-MoS2

CdCl2(TaSe2)

Sm

<5£-WN2

hRA GaSe

CrCuS2

/3-NiTe

CrNaS2

ÄP4.3 ^-W^N
hR 5 S2Ni3

HgjlHgCHg»
AS11AS23AS41AS56AS77AS89

Mo^ Sg, S^MoC SAX S5c9Mo£ Sf, S*2

Ta0 Se08Se26Ta33Se432Se68Ta67Se75Se92

Sm^SmC Sm£ Smc SmB Smc Smf7 Sm^Smf,
W^NÇ,NAWCNf,NÇiwf7NMNf.
Ga06Se10Se24Ga28Ga38Se44Se57Ga62Ga72Se77Se90Ga95

^uo S13Cr19S2Xu33S46Cr53S58Cu67S80Cry6S93

TeCNi^NiCye^TeBNiCNifiTeCTe^NiBNi^TeB
Cr0 S07Na17S26Cr33S40Na6 S6Cr67S74Nag3S93

W^NCw^XC1*N^W3CNf9WC;W5';NCwf7Nf2W7?W^Nf4

S&Nag^SâNifSg,SANiSSâ (distorted)
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Table 2 (Continuation and End)

H. P. A.

Structure Layer stacking sequence

Sb4Bi?6TeCTeâBif8S3CBi4TeB6TeÇ4Bi^Sf7BiCTe^Tef8BiC

cB Tq"4 cB aA T.C cB aA TQC Q.A cC t^S c^4 cC TaB cC cB T-r4 ÇC
°04 d08 13 21i£l25o30':'38 Xtl42046054±cl58063 71 x cL75°79°88x cl92°9fi

Si02Ca08Si15Si19Ca25Si32Si35Ca42Si48Si52Ca58Si65Si69

Ca75 Sig2 Si85Ca92 Si98

c/äT-jB Sc xiB G.A xjB cC Ti'4 SB T{Ag,C -t-.A cB f;C c.4 Xic SB Tl'C
^O xl05ollil17c:,231I29o33±I38O44ii5 °56 x '62°67 x 171°77 x J83°89 x '96

Ti^qC -r,A*cB T<C*cA TiC cB TiC*q/lTiß,i';c TiB S-4 t;B*cC Ti-4*^Bil0 °061112 °17 L122 0281133c'39il45 °5 ^55 °61 x *67 °72 x '79 °83 xl88 °94

C.A 7„B cB Tr,^ qC TnC C/4 cC 7n^l c.4 t„CcB lnB Sc S7*
o04''1106-:'l3ln17o21iI127o29o37i'"39o46ill5 O54±1160°63 °71

^n73',79^n83^87^n94^96
cC ppB c.4 PpB cC ppB c<4 cS Up/4 cC TTp^cß pP<4 qC cA
°04"re09':'l3r<'17;:'21re25O29O38re42O46-rl-5 °54r S8°62°71
x c75°79-rc83°87J?c92':,96
Tn^Tec lnB TeA Tec lnB TeA Tnc TeB In'4 Ter Te8 In'1xll0 -1 B041U09 * e13 1 "-211U24 X e29l U33 X C38iU43 1 U46 x ^S1 57

Tec InB Te-4 Tnc TeB TeA \nc TeBx c63lu67 x c71lu76 x c80 x c87±u91 x c96

bn0 le05Sb10le15Te19Sb24Te28bn33le3gSb43le48le52Sbj7
XpC cnB Xp'1 Shc Tpb TeA Shr TeBj.t62ou67 ie72ou77ie81i.e86ou91iu95
Bi^SeC Bîf,Seà Sef,Brf4 Se^Big, Se&Bi-4, SeÇ7 Sef.Btf,
^,e62"167^e7iB176SeglSe86Bi91Se95
B«Mo/l Rc BB B-4 Moc B; Moc RB R-4 Bc MnB B* MoB B'4 Bc BB Mo-4¦°011UO8JD15I:,17D191V1U26JD33mU41D48D5OJD52iV1U59JD871V1U74IJ81±J83JJ85iV1U93

C0 A1()4C12A113A121C22A129C33A137C45A146A164C5'6A163C67A171
C'A AiB Al.4 p/i \lB^7 8 80 87^88* 96

Cj4NiÇ8cf7Ni^CC3NiC2C^NiB8Cf7NiC'CCNifi2

^r0 ^08<^ri7*'25^r33^42^r5 ^58<"'r87^75^83^92

^02<->08A115A119<-)25-^32A135(-)42A148A152(-)58Al65Al69O75Al82Als6O92Al98

hR 5 SBi2Tc2

hR 6 S2Ta

NiS

CaSi2

STi (H.T.;
STi0.9

hR 7 ZnIn2S4

Fe3S4

In3Te4

SnSb2Te4

hR 8

hR 10

Bi3Se4

CNi3

/3-Cr2S3

in terms of these layer stacking sequences and it is surprizing what a great condensation

of structural information is achieved for the 118 structure types listed in Table 2.

Details of the structural arrangements can be regenerated readily from the coded

descriptions of the structures and the atomic coordination of the atoms can be
determined by reference to Table 3. For cubic structures, particularly, this method
of describing structural arrangements and recognizing coordination is inferior to the
matrix distribution system of Loeb [3], but it has the over-riding advantage of being
readily printed on a line. Structural relationships can be observed without regeneration

of the structures, merely from comparing sequences of the layer symbols. Thus,
for example, the basic structural unit of the Laves phases is seen to be of the type
ß (BAC) y, although a minimum of two units is required to give a structure. The
CaCu5 structure is characterized by a unit of the type [Aa] a, whence it is readily
seen that the Ce2Ni7 and Er2Co7 structures, for example, are a mixture of the Laves
and CaCug types containing units of the type (CAB) ß [Bb] ß [Bb] ß in BC stacking in
Ce2Ni7, AB) ß [Bb] ß [Bb] ß (BAC) y [Ce] y [Ce] y (Ç and in ABC stacking in Er2Co7,
et. [Aa] a (ABC) y [Ce] y [Ce] y (CAB) ß [Bb] ß [Bb] ß (BCA) a [Aa]. As another ex-
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Table 3

Coordination of atoms in various layer sequences

Layer sequence Polyhedra formed Coordination CN

ABC (cubic close packing) Tetrahedra and octahedra

AB— (AC) (hexagonal close packing) Tetrahedra and octahedra
A (B) form trigonal prisms

A A

Aa-

A-j.

Ba- (Ca-

ba— (ca—)

Trigonal prisms

Hexagonal prisms

Trigonal and hexagonal prisms

All 'a' hexagonal prisms centred by A
AU A trigonal prisms centred by 'a'

All a hexagonal prisms centred by A
Each edge face of A prisms centred by a

Half a trigonal prisms centred by B(C)
Half B trigonal prisms contain 3 a atoms,

other half empty

All a. trigonal prisms centred by 'a',
a hexagonal prisms empty

'a' hexagons covered antisymmetrically
by a hexagons

All a hexagonal prisms and half a trigonal
prisms centred by b(c)

b(c) hexagonal prisms have triangle
of a atoms located about centre

Each atom by cubo-octahedron

Each atom by twinned cubo-octahedron

A atoms by 'a hexagonal prisms
'a' atoms by A trigonal prisms

A atoms by a hexagonal prisms
a atoms by 4 planar A atoms

B(C) by a trigonal prisms

a by B(C) atoms

'a' by a trigonal prisms

a by 4 planar 'a' atoms

Half b(c) by a hexagonal prisms
Half b(c) by a trigonal prisms
a by b(c) atoms

12

12

12

6

12

4

6

2

6

4

12

6

2

O
3

fa-
a
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ample, the stacking unit [A a] satisfies 1:3 stoichiometry in which each plane of
atoms has the composition MX3. A variety of ordered MX3 structures are known, from
SnNi3, [Bß] [Ç_y], with a cp. hexagonal arrangement of the layers, through the
BaPb3, TiNi3, HoAl3 and PuAl3 types with mixed hexagonal and cubic arrangements
of the layers, to AuCu3, [A a] [B ß] [Cy], with the close packed cubic arrangement.
Structures belonging to this series are readily recognized through the occurence of
[A a] type layers (only) in their structural descriptions.

Close packed structures are a particular group of this class in which the atoms are
arranged in uncentred tetrahedra and octahedra that fill space completely. The
centred polyhedra (regarding one atom of the array as centre) are CN 12 cubo-
octahedra (cp. cubic) or twinned cubo-octahedra (cp. hexagonal arrangements). In
hexagonal or rhombohedral structures alternate layers with the same stacking symbol
form right trigonal prisms, and alternate prisms are centred by atoms of the
intervening layers. Centring tetrahedra or octahedra of the original close packed sequence
introduces new layers. In the case of tetrahedra these have the same stacking
sequence as one of the two layers whose atoms generate the tetrahedra, for example,
AAB or BCC. Octahedra are centred by layers of atoms stacked on the third site
different to the two layers generating the octahedra. As pointed out above, the
introduction of these 36 layers of atoms centring tetrahedra and/or octahedra,
although placing atoms on A, B or C sites, destroys the overall close packing of the
structures, because the layer spacing is no longer correct. Nevertheless, an important
feature in structural considerations of semiconductors is that one of the components
(the anions) forms a close packed arra}'.

3. Classification of Structures by Connections between Tetrahedra,
Octahedra or Right Trigonal Prisms

Although consideration of 36, 63 and 3636 layer structures covers many of those

containing tetrahedra, octahedra and trigonal prisms, there are also many structures
not formed by this layer stacking in which these polyhedra occur, as for example the
tetrahedra in GeS2, pairs of octahedra in Rh2S3 or trigonal prisms in the FeB structure.

Another useful way of summarizing structural information is according to the
method of connection of these polyhedra, and we choose right trigonal prisms as the
example for consideration.

When right trigonal prisms pack together to fill space they share three side faces
and both basal end faces and therefore three c edges and six a edges also. Transpositions

or rotations of neighbouring prisms or layers of prisms may reduce the number
of connections between neighbouring prisms, and if we consider only connections
made by (body) centred prisms with other prisms, the number of connections also

depends on the distribution of the atoms centering the prisms. Structures containing
trigonal prismatic arrangements of atoms can therefore be classified systematically
according to the number and type of connections between the prisms, by listing the
transpositions, rotations and centering arrangements responsible for these, as well as

other information such as the direction of the prism axes relative to those of the unit
cell and the prism axial ratios. Including the case of uncentred prisms, there are five
stacking sequences (Table 4) that are useful for specifying the relative arrangements
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of filled and empty neighbouring trigonal prisms that mutually share faces or edges.
These are described according to the notation already given; A represents the
prism-forming atom, and B, C or a are the centering atoms.

Table 4

Stacking sequence in prisms

Stacking sequence Shared edges and faces Structural arrangement

A A All side and basal faces Empty prisms filling space

AaAa All side and basal faces Filled prisms filling space

ABAB Filled prisms share each c edge Alternate columns of filled and empty
with two other filled prisms, basal prisms running in c direction
faces with other filled prisms

ABAC Filled prism share each c edge with Layers of alternate filled and empty
two other filled prisms, each basal prisms
edge 'a' with one other filled prism Filled prism sit between empty prisms
basal edge of layers above and below

A BA BA CA C Combination of two above arrange- Filled and empt\r prisms alternate in
ments each layer

Filled prism has filled prism below it
in layer below and empty prism
above it in layer above and vice versa

Table 5 shows a partition of some structures containing trigonal prisms, according
to the type of connections between filled prisms. The structure type is indicated in
the appropriate column giving the stacking sequence describing the arrangement of
filled and empty prisms in the structure. Transpositions and rotations refer to movements

from a space filling arrangement of trigonal prisms. The list is by no means
complete since space does not permit indefinite extension of the Table; however, it
again suffices to show how essential data on many structures can be briefly condensed
and compared. One point should be noted : when counting connections between filled
prisms (cols. 1-4) only the basal edge connections between prisms in layers above
and below the prism are counted. Thus no a edges are counted as shared if the prisms
share two side faces only, even though this results in the actual sharing of 4 a edges.
The reason for this is that the information is already contained in a statement of the
sharing of two side faces and three c edges, so that specification of a edge connections
can be reserved to give explicit information regarding connections to prisms in layers
above and below the prism considered.

4. Tetrahedral Close Packed Structures: Frank-Kasper Coordination Polyhedra

There is a class of complex metallic structures formed by the alternate stacking
together of pentagon-triangle, pentagon-hexagon-triangle and/or hexagon-triangle
primary layers with 36 triangulated, 44 square or square-triangle secondary layers of
atoms, such that all pentagons of one primary layer are covered antisymmetrically
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Table
Some examples of structures containing right trigonal prisms arranged according to connections between neighbouring centred prisms (when none of the prisms are centred, then connections between all prisms are counted). Although
sharing of a prism side face involves also the sharing of basal (a) edges, they are not so counted, as this information is alreadv contained in the number of side faces and (c) edges shared. Counting of a edges is reserved for giving
information on connections to filled prisms in layers above and below the prism concerned, a, b and c always refer to the unit cell of the structure, except in the headings of the first four, and the penultimate columns where they refer to the

a (basal) and c (vertical) edges of the prism. Abbreviations: alt. alternate, o.e. off-centre

Connections

c c a a

face edge face edge

Transpositions Rotations

3

Structure Stacking sequence

symbol A Aa AB

hP6 Caln2

hP6 NbS2 (H.T.)
hP3 cu-Cr-Ti

hP 3 A1B2

hPA NOTaZr
hP 3 <5-UZr2

hP8 ftNa2S2

hP6 InNi2

mC 6 AuTe2

oP 12 CMo,

Prism Prism centred by
ABAC ABABACAC formed by

Prism axis along Prism axial Remarks

crystal direction ratio c/a

a\2, b\2 on one alt. layers 90° ti 12

side, nothing J_c about centre

on other of ab face

AP8
a, b, c

a, b, c

a, b, c

b,c

b,c

a, b, c

a, b, c

a, c

a, b, c

oC A Ga

AsNa.,

oC 12 ZrSi2
oC 8 CrB

oC A /3'Cu3Ti

oC A a-U

oC 12 BCU

oC 19 H2 7NiZr

oP4 AuCd

oC 16 CeAl

Ca

Nb
disordered

Al
Zr

Zr

Na(l)

Ni(l)

Au

in slightly o.e. c

S o.e. alt. up and down c

c

B c

N + Ta alt. in columns || c c

(Zr+U) randomly c

Na(2) and 2 S o.e. c

alt. in AßAC arrangement
In + Ni(2) alt. in c

ABAC arrangement
Tc displaced alt. up and down c

0.79

1.80

0.61

1.08

1.06

0.61

1.14

0.61

1.20

1.15

Th

Mo+C alt. in columns
Cox. at 1/4, 3/4
Si a, b in alt. layers

Na(l) Na(2) o.e. alt., up and down c

Ga - a

Zr Si

Cr B

disordered

U U

U H

Zr Xi

Au Cd

Ce _

1.00

1.00

0.88

1.08

0.92

1.01

1.09
1.01

0.68
0.60

0.58
0.54

1.08
0.99

0.96
0.82

0.80
0.66

Alt. prisms in columns || c end-centred by O.

S also form prisms centred by Na(2).

Mo also form prisms centred
behalf of C atoms.

Prism a prism c.

Alt. bases of prisms centred by As.

Layers sep. by square net of Si.

C just outside 3rd prism face form
rectangular layer between prisms.
Prisms base-centred bv H. Double II layers
(rectangular nets) between prism layers.

Distorted Ce prisms form layers in ac plane.
Al(l) lie just outside centre of unshared
prism faces of prisms with axial ratio (0.87
and 0.58). Al(2) lie close to centres of
shared prism faces of prisms with cja 1.57

and 1.03.
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Table 5

Connections

c c a a

face edge face edge

Transpositions Rotations Structure

symbol A Aa
Stacking sequence

AB ABAC ABABACAC

a/2, 6/2, c on alt. layers 90° ti 16

one side c on J_ c about centre
other side of ab face

6/2, c oP 8

a/2, 6, c\Z

MoB

'-Cu,Ti

oC 12 Ga2Zr

oC 16 BCMo,

alt. pairsprisms.rP 20 Al2Gd,
rot. 90° about
c direction

hP2
hP2
hP2
oP8

LiRh
WC

Mg
SiTi

,b,c mC 12 As,Nb

b,c oC : Ga

0 2 2 6 a,b,c oC 12 Ago. 93^U1.07^

a, b, c oP 12

>»C 16

Co2Si
(anti PbCl2)

CoGe

0 0 2 6 a, 6, c

6, c

a, b, c

a, 6/2, c

oC 16 Al2CuMg

oC 16 CoPu3

oC 16 BRe3

«P 8 Se.Zr

a, 6, c oP8 (3-Cu3Ti
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(Continuation)

Prism Prism centred by Prism axis along Prism axial Remarks
formed by crystal direction ratio c/a

Mo B a, 6 in alt. layers 1.12
1.00 Prism a prism c.

Cu (2) Cu(l) + Ti alt. in ABAC
arrangements

a 1.36
1.19

Zr Ga(3) o.e. c Layers separated by square net Ga(l and 2).

Mo(l) B a 1.07
1.00

Double layers Mo (2) and C in 44 nets
between prism layers.

Gd(land2) Al slightly o.e. c -0.9 Distorted prisms. Gd(l) centre cubes

separating prisms.

Li Rh c 1.64

W C c 0.98

Mg Mg c 1.62 Half Mg form prism about other and vice versa.

Ti Si slightly o.e. b 1.06
0.90

As Nb b 1.14
0.88

0.84

Ga Ga a 1.38
1.31
1.17

Off-centre Ga atoms giving Ga pairs.
Centre atoms form exactly similar prisms
about other Ga.

Ag+Cu S o.e. towards Cu edge a 1.12
1.02

Ag-Ag edges shared, Cu-Cu unshared.
Cu of one prism lies just outside AgAgAgAg
face of other prism.

Co Si b 1.49
1.46
1.40

Co Ge(2) b 1.54
1.49
1.44

Ge(l) in spaces between prisms themselves
form prisms with Co at basal edge centres.

Al + Mg Cu a 1.44
1.35

Pu Co a 0.97
0.95

Re B a 1.06
0.95

Se Zr 6 1.60
1.01
1.00

Prisms distorted.

Cu Ti 6 1.68
1.67
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Table

Connections

c c a a

face edge face edge

0 3 1 6

0 3 0 6

Transpositions Rotations Structure

symbol A A a

Stacking sequence

AB ABAC ABABACAC

AP 7.4

oP8
mC 8

mC 30

hP 3.75

ÄP4
hPA

Cr S

Cr7 Se,

Cr,S8

NiAs
La

hP3
oP 8

alt. filled prisms oP 8

+ or 25°
around 6 about
prism centre

FeB

NFe2

MnP

0 a, b, c

0 a, b, c

a, b, c

0 a, b, c

a, b, c

a, 6, c

a, 6, c

a, 6, c

a, b, c

a, b, c

a, b, c

hP 8

alt. rows prisms oP 16

along a rotated
slightly less than
45° alternately
+ and — around
c axis, about
prism centre

alt. pairs of tP 16

prisms rot. 90°
about c direction.
Prisms of one
orientation
filled; those of
other empty and
vice versa in
layers above
and below

hP6
hP8
hP8
hP8

hP8
hP8
hP 10

ÄP10

AsNa,

DyAl

CoGa,

MoS2

AlCCr2

AsTi

GaS

Na2S2

C2Mo3

Pt,Sn:1
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Continuation and End)

Drism Prism centred by Prism axis along Prism axial Remarks

ormed by crystal direction ratio c/a

Jo N c 0.98 Partiall}' occupied Mo prisms.

J S a Prisms distorted.
Zr S c ~0.8 Distorted.
Zr Se c in F2\m setting ~0.8
Zr S c 0.83

¦si As c 0.70

yi) La(2) c 1.61 Half of La form prisms centred by rest and
vice versa.

>T Fe c 0.80 N prisms partially occupied.
.in P o.e. a - Distorted.

Te B in ac plane 1.12
0.99

Columns of edge-joined prisms run
in b direction.
Rotation of alternate lines of prisms
(6 direction) distorts what would have been
lines of emptyprisms separating filled prisms.

*a(2) Na(l) + As, alt. in layers c 0.59

5y in ab plane 0.92
0.59

Columns of edge-joined prisms
in c direction.
Al(l) just outside centre of unshared
prism faces.
Al (2) in lines along c in centre of space
between prisms.

3a(2) Co c 1.2

0.97

Distorted prisms.
Cubes between prisms centred by Gad).

^ Mo e 0.94

> Al c 1.47 A net of C atoms separate prism layers.

ri As(2) c 0.84 A net of As(l) separate layers of prisms.
5 Nb c 0.98 2 partially occupied A nets of Cu separate

layers of prisms.
3 2 Ga o. c, c 1.30

5 Na c 0.48

do Mo c 0.81 3 partially filled/I layers of C between prisms.
?t Sn c 0.64 Prisms separated by 2 A layers of Sn.
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by pentagons of the layers above and below, and similarly for the hexagons, and the
atoms of the secondary layers centre all and only the pentagons and hexagons of the
primary layers. When these conditions are satisfied the structures contain only
interpenetrating triangulated CN 12, 14, 15 or 16 coordination polyhedra of the Frank
and Kasper [4] type, and therefore the atoms are arranged in a distorted tetrahedral
close packing. Such structures can conveniently be divided into two groups. 1) Those
characterized by a linear (zigzag) repeat sequence of pentagons and/or hexagons
along a basal row, which generates the whole of the primary net on repetition along
the row and about a direction normal to it. In such structures the secondary net is
generated by two sets of parallel (zigzag) lines of atoms. 2) Structures whose secondary

nets are not so characterized; in this case the basal repeat unit of the primary
net may be a two-dimensional tile of pentagons and/or hexagons. Structures of this
second class are rarely known, and will not be further considered here. Those of the
first group can be described by a code as Pearson and Shoemaker [5] have shown,
which not only accounts for all known structures, but allows prediction of an
unlimited number of possible structures formed according to this principle.

Four symbols are used to describe the repeat sequence of the primary net along
the basal row (X direction): P for pentagons; H for hexagons; '/' f°r pentagons
and/or hexagons joined edge to edge, and 'X' for pentagons and/or hexagons joined
apex to apex with two intervening triangles (Figure 4 a). The X direction in the plane
of the primary net is chosen as that along which P join other P or H at two next-but-
one edges (/P/) or apexes (XPX), or at an edge and opposite apex (/PX or XP/);
and hexagons join at opposite edges or apexes (/H/, XHX) or at an edge and next-but-
one apex (/HX or XH/). Other connections (eg. by next-but-one apexes) are forbidden
in the selection of the basal row. Connections XPX, /P/, XH/ and /HX introduce a
change of direction or kink in the sequence of polygons along the X direction (Figure
4 a) (coded + when the kink is up and - when it is down towards the X axis). The basal
row preeat unit contains an equal number of + and — connections and each successive

em
/p/

/px

/h X

(o)

Figure 4

a) Examples of coding for various connections between pentagons and/or hexagons along the basal
row of the primary net in Frank-Kasper structures. The +, — or O refer to the X or / to the

right of the symbols P or H.
b) Connection of pentagons by next-but-one apexes, with an intervening triangle, along the

Y direction.
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kink introduces a turn towards the X axis. Connections XP/, /PX, /H/ and XHX
which continue the row in the same direction are coded +, when they follow + ;

— when they follow — and 0 when the row lies parallel to the X direction. +, — and
0 symbols are actually redundant since the information is already given by the
succession of P, H, /, and X symbols; however, they are included since they aid in
viewing the net repeat sequences.

/i phase
1

Y direction

X * • V •/\ i /\ A

X • i X *
L

• \/ •

V

X direction

X P / P

P phase

X direction

Figure 5

Examples of coding for the primary nets in the /i and P phase structures, showing the X and
V directions. The +, — or O refer to the X or / to the right of the symbols P or H.

Along the orthogonal Y direction the basal repeat unit of the primary net repeats
by movements left (symbol L), right (symbol R), or along (symbol V) so that the
pentagons and/or hexagons form rows in this direction. Along these rows hexagons
can join edge to edge or apex to apex, but pentagons must join by next-but-one
apexes with an intervening triangle on one side (Figure 4 b). This sequence establishes
the direction of movement of the basal row L, R or V. With these symbols the primary
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net of a structure such as the P or pt, phase types can be described completely (Figure
5). Repetition of the repeat unit along the X and Y directions according to its repeat
sequence generates the whole of the primary net. Primary nets above and below the
one considered are obtained merely by interchanging the connection symbols / for
X and vice versa (+, —, 0, L, R and V remain unchanged), because pentagons and
hexagons of one primary net are covered antisymmetrically by pentagons and hexagons

of the primary nets above and below. Since all of the atoms of the secondary
nets centre only and all of the pentagons and/or hexagons of the primary nets,
specification of the basic repeat unit of the primary net also gives the secondary net,
and therefore of all of the atoms in the structure [5].

Table 6

Coding for some known Frank-Kasper structures

Structure Coding Plane in Schlafli symbols
for structure which net lies for secondary net

ß-W HX V
O

[001] 44

Zr4Al3
| PXP/
J o o

1 HX L1 o

V

or R

[110]

[001]

44

36

fi phase PXP/
O 0

VL [110] 3342

MgZn2 PXP/
O 0

RL [110] 36

MgCUjj, MgSnCu4 PXP/
Ü 0

L [110] 36

AuBe5 PXP/
o o

L [110] 36

MgNi2 PXP/
o o

PRLL [110] 3»

MgAlCu PXP/
o o

L4R [110] 36

(5 layer Laves phase)

MgAlCu PXP/
o o

LLR [HO] 36

(9 layer Laves phase)

M phase PXP/P/PX LR
+ + -¦ - [001] 32434+3342(l:l)

a phase HXH/
+ —

LR [001] 32434

P phase HXP/HXP/ LR
+ + - - [001] 32434 + 3342 (1:1)

Idealized R piläse PXHXP/H/VL
o o o o

[135]/ie* 3342

Known structures of this class are coded in Table 6 and it is obvious that a great
number of similar, but unknown structures could be predicted systematically using
the code. Structural similarities and differences are readily apparent, and in order to
determine whether an atom is surrounded by 12, 14, 15, or 16 neighbours it is only
necessary to examine the polygons connected about the atom, referring to Figure 6

which shows the unique coordination numbers for the various possible connections
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[5]. For convenience the secondary nets are also specified in Table 6, although this
information can be readily deduced from the code describing each structure type. It
may be possible to describe a given structure in more than one manner and, for
example, Al3Zr4 can be described in terms of primary nets containing either hexagons
or pentagons, depending on the plane chosen for the net. Also, in structures with 36

triangular secondary nets, or with hexagon-triangle primary nets, there is more than
one possible choice for the X and Y axes for describing the structure. This latitude
in describing the structure does not affect the usefulness of the code for reducing
structural information, and the regeneration of structural details from a given
repeat code is indeed unique. The rather remarkable geometrical properties of this
class of structures were first recognized by Kasper [6] and Frank and Kasper [4].

CN 14 o
CN 15 O

CN!6 O

Figure 6

Coordination of atoms of primary and secondary nets for various connections between the net
polygons in Frank-Kasper structures.

5. Structures Generated by Layer Networks of Atoms Containing Squares

The remaining class of layer structures is that containing squares, either in
primary nets with other polygons and generally with interleaved 44 secondary nets,
or in 44 networks of atoms alone. The coordination arrangements are more varied in
these structures than in the Frank-Kasper structures and this makes tabular reduction

of crystal chemical information more difficult. The presence of squares gives
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rise to interpenetrating octahedra or centred cubes when successive 44 nets are
displaced by half of the body diagonal, and to cubes or archimedian antiprisms when
the squares overlie each other directly or antisymmetrically, although these may not
be recognized as the ultimate coordination polyhedra in the structure. Thus, squares
covering each other antisymmetrically and centred by an interleaving 44 net give
CN 10 polyhedra.

We consider two main groups of these structures. The first is structures made up
of 44 nets aligned parallel or at 45 ° to the cell edge in which the nets contain only one

component without vacant sites, so that the chemical repeat unit of the net is equal
to the net period. The important parameters are the separation of the nets and the
net origin (node) and orientation which may be either parallel to the cell edges and

Table 7

Structures with 44 nets only (length of net edge a or a\]/2).
Sub numbers give height of atom plane as fraction of cell edge (decimal with 0. omitted).

Super numbers locate origin and orientation of 44 net as follows :

k I 2 3 4 5 6 7

«—i—i
• • @&\^
q + b

2
a b

2 org
a + b

4
3o tb

4

+ 45°rot. + 45°rot. +45°rot.

Structure Crystal plane Description of structure

Po (cP 1)

CsCl (cP 2)

AuCu3 (cP A)

Re03 (cP A)

CFe4 (cP 5)

CaTi03 (cP 5)

Cu20 (cP 6)

VCu3S4 (cP 8)

Cu (cF A)

ZnS (cF 8)

C (cF 8)

NaCl (cF 8)

AgAsMg (cF 12)

CaF2 (cF 12)

AlCu2Mn (cF 16)

BiLi3 (cF 16)

NaTl (cF 16)

W (ci 2)

PtHg4 (ci 10)

PoJ

CsJCl4

AuJCu*Cu|
ReJOgOi

^0 c27 73

CaJOjTifOS

OjCu650*Cu75

VjCu2+BS«4CulS?4
Cul+"Cu5

ZnJ+*S65Zn6S?5

rl+4r6 Ç&Ç7

NaJ+4Cl5Cli+4Na5
AsJ+*Ag85MgV5As5Mg65Ag?5

CaJ+4F8+7Ca|F?+'
A1J+4Mn5Cu6+7Mnl+*Alj>Cu6+7

Biì+4Li5Li6+'Lii+*Bi5Li6+7
Nai+4Tl5Na65Tl75Tli+4Na|Tl?5Na75

WJW4

Pt;Hge+7pt£Hg6+7
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Structure Crystal plane Description of structure

FeNiN (tP3)
FeSi2 (tP 3)

AuCul (tP 4)

yCuTi (tP A)

CuTi3 (tP A)

jSNp (tP A)

PbO (tPA)
PtS (tP A)

CCo2Mn2 (tP 5)

yH0.5Zr (tP 6)

Cu2Sb (tP 6)

SeSiZr (tP 6)

CdIn2Se4 (tP 7)

BBe4_5 (tP 10)

Pa (In) (ti 2)

Sn (ti 4)

H2Th (ti 6)

MoSi2 (ti 6)

CaC2I (ti 6)

AsNb (*/. 8)

TiAl3 (ti 8)

AgTlTe2 (// 8)

ThCu2Si2 (ti 10)

aThSi2 (ti 12)

BaAl4 ((/. 10)

CdAl2S4 (ti 14)

ZrAl3 (</ 16)

HfGa2 (ti 24)

CuTe (oP A)

Co2N (oP 6)

Sb2Tl2Se4 (oP 8)

Ga (oC 4)

BCr (oC 8)

ZrGa2 (oC 12)

VAu2 (oC 12)

ZrSi2 (oC 12)

BCU (oC 12)

TaPt2 (oC 12)

BCMo2 (oC 16)

a6

«J

«6

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ba

ba

ba

ac

ac

be

ac

ac

ac

bc

ac

FejN*Ni£
FplCj4 c;4
Jrc0>3127ol73

Aui+*Cul
Cul0Ti*6Til6Cu*
CujTi*Ti5
NpJ+*Np38Np23

Oj+*Pbl4Pb?6

"*b''25-f>*5''75

Mni+*CtCo5

zrj- 4H65Zr|H?6

Cui+4Sb28Cu38Cu22Sb32

Cjl + 47r3 Cp2 c„3 7r2J10 z'r25°e38°e63^'I75
CdJSe65In5Se?6

Bei+*B3,Bei -*Be|Be^ 4B2

PaJPaf

SnJSnl6Sn4Sn25

ThjH|5ThfH56
MoJSi*7Sii3Mo4Sii7Si43

Ca0Cl()C4Ca6C6C9

NbjAsf7Nb|5Asl2NbfAs37Nbf6As32

TijAljAl|5AliTi*Alf5
TliTe43Ag35Tei8TlfTei3Ag25Te|8

ThJSi*3Cu|6Sil8ThfSil3Cu55Sif8

ThJ Si*8 Sif7Th35 Sif, Si42Th* Sii, Si37Thf5 Si jj3 S&
Ba0Al13Al25Al38Ba6Al63Al75Al88

Ali" S13Cd25S38Al6 ',63^C'75^88

AlSZrl2Al44Al|5All6Zr*8Al5Zr*2All4Al25Al*6Zri8
Ga5Hfi7Ga*8Ga26Hff8Gai+*Hf|2Ga24GailHf48GafHf*7Gai9

Ga^Hf^Gai+^Hf^Ga^Ga^Hfi,
Te^2Cu35Cu25Tef8

NjCo§N^Co£ (Co atoms off-site somewhat)

^b0ll0Se23Se27Sb5ll5Se73Se77

Ga13Ga38Ga63Gaj8

¦"06^ri5^r35-^44B56<^r65<^r85-"94

GaJ

VI
-4Zr26Ga38Ga*2Zri5Ga5BZri6Ga*8Gai2Zr^

-*Auf7Aui+*VfAuJ+*Au|3
Cj4 7rI c;5 7r4 c;l c:2 7r3 cjl + 47r2 c:3
O106ir10':'125ir40;,145OI55Z'r60O175 ^m^^h
R4 ttI r* Cl TT4 Pi "R2 TI3 C2 C3 TI2 B3D04U 13^17^33 <J37D47-D53U 63^67^83 u 87^96

la0Pt17Pt33Ta6Pt6)7Pt83

BiIMoJ7q,Mb*,MoiiqiMo*|Bi7Bj,Moi7Mog,C»,
C^Mo^Mo^B3,
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located at the unit cell origin, or transposed by a/2, b/2, or (a + b)/2, or rotated 45°
and transposed by a/2, b/2, (a + b)/4 or (3 a + b)/4 from the cell origin (see diagram at
top of Table 7). By numbering these net origins, information on the components
occupying the nets, and the net origins and spacings can be given in a linear set of
symbols describing the structures similar to those used for structures based on
triangular, hexagonal and kagomé nets. Table 7 lists a number of these structures and
again a great condensation of information is achieved, although the structures
themselves can be regenerated, coordinations determined, and structure types
compared from the data provided. In the second group of structures primary nets
containing squares together with triangles, pentagons, hexagons, heptagons or octagons

are interleaved with secondary 44 nets (occasionally 32 434) of atoms. Figure 7

illustrates the primary networks involved. Table 8 presents data on such structures,
giving the type, occupation and location of the primary net relative to the unit cell
by listing the polygons covering the cell sites 0,0; 0,xj2 and 1/2,0; 1/2,1/2- It also gives
the type, occupation and location of the secondary nets relative to the primary nets
by listing the kind and location of primary net polygons centred by the secondary
nets. The separation of the networks of atoms is also indicated. The symbols +, —

describing the primary net orientation in Table 8 indicate whether successive nets
are stacked over each other directly (symbols + ,+ or —,—) or antisymmetrically
(symbols +,—). The symbols + is generally accorded to the case where the top
square edge points in the direction 45° to 90° (O); minus when it points in the
direction 90° to 135° (<»• Such tabulation, although rather more extended than
those previously given, is very useful for showing relationships between these more
complex structure types and for determining atomic coordination without generating
the whole structure, although the complete structures can nevertheless be regenerated
from the information provided.

There are also other families of structures made up of nets containing squares in
which 1) 44 nets are oriented at an angle to the unit cell edge (eg. AlsMo3), 2) the
chemical repeat unit along 4* nets exceeds the net period (eg. Al8Mo3, Ni4Mo, V4Zn5)
and 3) the nets are made of squares and other polygons and successive nets are transposed

so that the major polygons of one net are centred by atoms on identical nets
located above and below (eg. UPt2, UA14). Data on such types can also be reduced and
presented in tabular form, but space does not permit a description here, and indeed
the number of known structures in each class is much less than in the two cases
considered above.

6. Summary

In four Tables covering only 13 pages we have given examples of coded reduction
of crystal chemical data covering 220 structure types, from which crystal chemical
relationships can be observed merely by inspection, atomic coordination determined
either by inspection, or by brief scribbling (regeneration of the whole structure is

unnecessary), and from which the essential features of any structural arrangement
can be simply regenerated with reasonable accuracy from the reduced data. Pearson's

compilation [2] lists some 475 structures of metals and semiconductors for
which atomic positions are known, and the reduction of crystal chemical information
on 220 of these represents a condensation on a scale where the data can be compre-
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3 434 net 3'434 + 334E(2>I) net

3535 + 3545 (1-4) net 3436+3646 (II) net

32436+336 (2:|)net 47'+ 7* (4 3) net

S^N^S" (II) net 3' 88+388 (hi) net

• • •

• • •
Figure 7

Various primary networks of atoms
containing squares together with
triangles, pentagons, hexagons, heptagons

and/or octagons (see Table 8).
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Table 8

Structures formed by primary nets containing squares together .vith triangles, pentagons, hexagons, heptagons or octagons

Polygon centering Centering by secondary nets

Squares over

Primary net Structure Crystal plane Height Primary net

32434

Occupation Orientation
^ell Cell Cell edge Cell Cell Edge Diamonds
;entre corner centre centre corner centre (1)

Triangles Secondary
net(2)

NbTe4 (tP 10) sub-cell

PtPb4 (tP 10)

Si2U3 (tP 10)

IMS (tP 16)

CoGa3 (tP 16)

Al2Gd3 (tP 20)

ThB4 (tP 20)

Pb3G4 (tP 28)

SeTl2 (tP 30)
(2 Se(l) atoms on 4 sites)

Cu.\l2 (// 12)

TISc (tl 16)

ah

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

uti

ab

ab

a) displaced somewhat in height

0

1/4
1/2
3/4
0

1/4
3/4
0

1/2
0

-1/4
1/2

-3/4
o

1/4
1/2
3/4

-0
-1/4
-1/2
-3/4

0

1/2

il

1/4

1/2

3/4

0

-1/12
1/4

-5/12
1/2

-7/12
3/4

-11/12
0

1/4
1!A-

3/4
0

1/4
1/-'
3/4

Te

Te

Pb
Pb
Si
U(2)
3636+ 3262 Pd (1 and 3)
33434 S

3636 +3262 Pd (1 and 3)
32434 S

Ga(2)

Ga(2)

Gd (1 and 2)

Gd (1 and 2)

Th

(O
(Pb(2)
O

(o
|Pb(2)

Tl(2)
Se(2)
Tl(2)

Tl(2)
Se(2)
Tl(2)
Al

Al

Se

Se

+
+

+

+

+

+

iq.
sq.
ics.

sq.
diam.
sq.
diam.
sq.
3q.

diam.

diam.
sq.

sq.

sq.

sq.
sq.
sq.
sq.
hex.
sq.
hex.
sq.
sq.

sq

diam.

diam.
sq.

diam.

diam.

diam.
diam.
diam.
diam.

diam.

diam.
diam.

diam.

Pt

U(l)

Ga(l)

Ga(l)
Gd(3)

Nb

Nb
l't

U(l)

Pd(2)

Pd(2)

Ga(l)

Ga(l)
Gd(3)

sq.

sq.
diam.

Gd(3) Gd(3)

B6(land3) B6(land3)
(octahedra)

sq. sq. diam.
sq. sq. diam.
diam. diam. sq.
sq. sq. diam.
sq. sq. diam.
diam. diam. sq.

Se(l)
diam. diam. sq.
diam. diam. sq. Tl(l)
diam. diam. sq.

Se(l)
diam. diam. sq.
diam. diam. sq. Tl(l)
diam. diam. sq.
sq. sq. diam.

Cu Cu

sq. sq. diam.
Cu Cu

sq. sq. diam.
Tl(l) Tl(l)

sq. sq. diam.
Tl(l) Tl(l)

Pb(l)

Pb(l)

Tl(2)

Tl(2)

A1

44

44

41

44

44

Co (2perdiam.) 44; Ga(l)

Co 44; Ga(l)
Ala) Ala) 44; Gd

+ 32434; AI
Ala) Ala) 44; Gd

+ 32434; AI

B(2) B(2) 32434; B(2)
(44; B(l) at 0.2; 0.8
(472 + 73; B(2and3)

44

41

4'

4>

4'

4'

4'

41

44; Tl(land2)

4'; Tl(land2)
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Primary net Structure Crystal plane Height Primary net

Occupation
32434 PdGa5 (ti 24)

B3Cr5 (il 32)

Fe3C (oP 16)

PtSn4 (oC 20)

CoGe2 (oC 23)

PdSn3 (oC 32)

SiPt3 (mC 16)

ab

ab

ab

ab

be

be

0

0.14
1/4
0.36
1/2
0.64
3/4
0.86
0
0.15
0.25
0.35
0.50
0.65
0.75
0.85

~0
1/4

-1/2
3/4
0

1/8
3/8
1/2
5/8
7/8
0.01

1/8
0.24

3/8
0.51

5/8
0.74
7/8
0

1/12
1/6
1/3
5/12
1/2
7/12
2/3
5/6

11/12
0

1/4
1/2
3/4

Ga(2)

Ga(2)

Ga(2)

Ga(2)
B(2)
Cr(2)

Cr(2)
B(2)
Cr(2)

Cr(2)
Feb)

Feb)

Sn
Sn

Sn
Sn

Ge(l)

44; Ge(2)

Ge(l)

44; Ge(2)
Sn(l)

Sn(2)
Sn(2)

Sn(l)

Sn(2)
Sn(2)

Pt

Pt

+
+
+

+
+

+

+

+

+

net rumpled badly displaced from sq. centre d) one triangle of each diamond
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Polygon centering Centering by secondary nets

Squares over
Cell Cell Cell edge Cell Cell

centre corner centre centre corner

Edge Diamonds Triangles
centre (D (2)

Secondary
net

sq. sq

sq. sq

sq. sq

sq. sq
sq. sq

sq. sq

sq. sq
sq. sq
sq. sq

sq. sq
sq. sq

sq.

sq.
diam.

diam.
sq.

sq.

sq.

diam.

sq.
sq.

sq.
diam.

diam.

diam.
sq.

diam.

diam.

sq.

sq.
diam.

diam.
sq.

sq.

sq.

diam.

sq.
sq.

sq.
diam.

diam.

diam.
sq.

diam.

diam.

diam.

diam.

diam.

diam.
diam.
diam.

diam.
diam.
diam.

diam.
diam.

diam.

diam.
sq.

sq.
diam.

diam.

sq

sq.

sq.
diam.

diam.
sq.

sq.

sq.
diam.

diam.

diam.

Ga(l)

Pd

Ga(l)

Pd

Cr(l)

B(l)

Cr(l)

B(l)

Fcc)

Fec)
Pt

Pt

Co(l)

Co(2)

Pd

Pd

Pd

Pd

Pt

Pt

Ga(l)

I'd

Ga(l)

Pd

Cr(l)

B(l)

Cr(l)

B(l)

Fec)

Fec)
Pt

Pt

Co(l)

Co(2)

Pd

Pd

Pd

Pd

Pt

Pt

Co(l)

Co(2)

Cd)

C")

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

Si

Si

44

44

44

4", Pt; Si

44, Pt Si
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Table

Primary net Structure Crystal plane Height Primary net

Occupation

32434 + 3342 (2:1) MnU6 (tl 28)

3545 + 3535 (4:1) Mn2Hg5 (tl 14)

3436 + 3646 (1:1) Te4Ti5 (tl 18)

32634 + 336 (2:1) a-S2U (tl 30)
(2 U in 4 U(l) sites)

Si3W5 (tl 32)

/3-SbTi3 (tl 32)

472+73 (4:3) ThB4 (tP 20)

3282 + 382 (1:1) ß-SVs(tP32)

3288 + 388e) (1:1) PNi3 (tl 32)

ab

482

482

CaB6 (cP 7)

UB12 (cF52)

AlTh2H4 (tl 28)

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

ab

1/4
1/2

3/4
0

1/2
0

1/2
0

1/4
1/2
3/4
0

1/4
1/2
3/4
0

1/4
1/2
3/4
0

0.2
0.5
0.8
0

1/4
1/2
3/4
0

1/4
1/2
3/4
0

0.2
0.5
0.8
0

1/2
0

0.137
1/4
0.363
1/2
0.637

32434 U(2) ; 3342 U(l) +

32434 U(2) ; 3342 U(l)

3545 Hg; 3535 Hg +

3436 Te; 3646 Ti(2) +
3436 Te; 3646 Ti(2)
32634 S (2); 336 U(2) +

32634 S (2); 336 U(2)

32634 W(2) ; 336 Si(2) +

32634 W(2) ; 336 Si(2)

32634 Ti(3) ; 336 Sb +

32634 Ti(3) ; 336 Sb

B +

V +

V

Ni +

Ni

B +

B
B
482 Al +
32434 H

32434 H
482 Al
32434 H

octagon and square with atoms at mid.points of sides
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(Continuation)

Polygon over

Cell Centre cell

Centering
Squares

Cell Major polygon Cell Cell Secondary net
centre corner edge centre corner

single single 2

sq. sq. sq.
Mn Mn 44

single single 2

sq. sq. sq.

sq.

sq.

sq.

oct.

pent. ; Mn
sq. sq. hex.
sq. sq. hex.
sq. sq. hex.

hex.; S(l)
sq. sq hex.

hex.; S(l)
sq. sq. hex.

hex.; W(l)
sq. sq. hex.

hex.; W(l)
sq. sq. hex.

hex.; Ti(2)
sq. sq. hex.

hex. ; Ti(2)
hept. ; Th

sq. sq.

oct. oct. diam.

oct. oct. diam.

diam. diam. oct. and sq

diam. diam. oct. andsq.

oct. oct. sq.
sq. sq. oct.
oct. oct. sq.
sq. sq. diam.

sq. sq. diam.
oct. oct. sq.
sq. sq. diam.

f) U at centre of cubes o

oct. by (V+ S) diam. +

oct. by (V+S) diam. —

oct. andsq. by (Ni+P) diam. +

oct. and sq. by (Ni + P) diam. —

oct. Ca

oct. U
oct. U

oct. Th

Mn

B

B

Mn 44

Ti(l)
Ti(l)

32434
44

44

U(l) U(l) 44; S(i); U(l)

U(l) U(l) 44; s(i); U(l)

Si(l) Si(l) 44; W(l); Si(l)

Si(l) Si(l) 44; W(l);; Si(l)

Ti(l) Ti(l) 44. Ti(2) + Ti(l)

Ti(l)

B

Ti(l)

B

4"; Ti(2) + Ti(l)
32434 (sq. over ce:

corner and centre)
44

B B 44

44

44

44

44; Uf)
44. Tj)g

44

cubes of B at height ±1/3 £) U atoms centre cubes of B at height + 1/6
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Table 8

Primary net Structure Crystal plane Height Primary net

Occupation Orientation

RhSn2 (tl 18) ab

P6Ni12 (tl 34) ab

Se15Pd17 (cP 64)

h) sides 50 °/0 occupied ') oct. are really squares

3/4
0.863

0

1/12
1/6
1/4
1/3
5/12
1/2
7/12
2/3
3/4
5/6

11/12
0

-1/4
1/2

-3/4
0

0.16
1/4

0.35
1/2
0.65
3/4

0.84

32434 H

482 Snh)

44 Sn

482 Snh)

482 Snh)

44 Sn

482 Snh)
44 P(l and 2)

482 Ni(2)
44 P(l and 2)
482 *) Ni(2)
net with rectangles and
sq. P(2 and 3) and Se(2)
343(12) Pd; 3(12)2 Se

482 Pd(4)
3436 + 3646 Se(l and 3)
482 Pd(4)

343(12) Pd; 3(12)2 Se

rot. 45°

+
rot. 45°
+

+

+

hended and used with rather little mental effort. No attempt is made to provide
information on unit cell dimensions or interatomic distances. The data provided in
the tables are not complete; rather they should serve as examples. With the addition
of two tables analysing structures from the point of view of connections between
tetrahedra and between octahedra, and the addition of three minor tables completing
the coverage of structures built from networks containing squares, much of the
crystal chemical data on important structures of metals and semiconductors can be

covered (and further possible structure types can be predicted). Since quite simple
codes are used in the reduction of the data, it is possible on this basis to survey and
comprehend at one time much of the crystal chemistry of metals and semiconductors,
and so better to select materials for desired electrical and magnetic properties,
insofar as these may be expected to depend on the structural arrangements of the
component atoms.
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Polygon over Centering

Cell Cell

centre corner

Centre cell

edge

Major polygon

Squares

Cell Cell Secondary net

centre corner

sq.

sq.

sq.

oct.

oct.

sq.

sq.
P atom
sq.

diam.

oct.

oct. Th

oct. Rh

oct. Rh

oct. Rh

oct. Rh

oct. Rh

oct. Rh

oct. by Ni(l) + P(2) diam. +

oct. by Ni(l) + P(2) diam. -

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

sq.
12

oct.
sq.
oct.

12

sq.
oct.
sq.

12, Pd

12, Pd

Se sq. Se(2)
about cell corners

Pd Pd 44

Se sq. Se(2)
about cell corners
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